
DOCKSENSE
A S S I S T E D  D O C K I N G  T E C H N O L O G Y

DOCKSENSE™ CONTROL - ASSISTED DOCKING TECHNOLOGY
DockSense is available as part of DockSense Control and DockSense Alert systems. DockSense Alert provides enhanced situational 
awareness to captains. DockSense Control builds on this with a vessels engine and control systems as detailed below. Yachtsense 
systems are available through boat builders and technical dealers only.

THE DOCKING CHALLENGE
Docking a boat can be a stressful experience, even for the most 
experienced captains. Often wind and tides make the task more difficult, 
and docking mishaps can become expensive repairs. The Raymarine 
DockSense™ Control system is designed to augment a captain’s boat 
handling skills using the system’s Virtual Bumper™ zone technology 
around the vessel. Should an object like a piling or another vessel 
encounter the Virtual Bumper, DockSense™ Control automatically 
introduces corrective steering and throttle commands to avoid the 
object and assist the captain in guiding the vessel to the dock.

THE FUTURE OF BOAT HANDLING
DockSense™ Control uses global positioning system (GPS) and attitude 
heading reference system (AHRS) position sensing technology to 
compensate for the effects of wind and currents, ensuring the vessel 
enters the dock without drama or costly collisions. The Raymarine 
DockSense™ Control systems include multiple FLIR machine vision 
cameras, a central processing module, and the DockSense™ Control 
App running on Raymarine’s Axiom navigation display. The system 
integrates with modern joystick propulsion systems, providing assisted 
steering and throttle commands to help captains make a smooth arrival.
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DOCKSENSE™ ALERT
DockSense Alert is the next generation of Raymarine’s intelligent docking technology designed to enhance a captain’s awareness 
of immediate surroundings while manoeuvring the vessel in close quarters. Using advanced stereo vision camera technology, 
DockSense Alert detects objects above the water line and creates an intuitive map of potential hazards around the boat. Live video 
feeds enhance the captain’s view while audible and visible alerts inform the captain when an object is close to the vessel.

DOCKSENSE
A S S I S T E D  D O C K I N G  T E C H N O L O G Y

DOCK WITH CONFIDENCE
DockSense Alert gives captains the confidence to dock in challenging 
conditions at any dock, in any location. Unlike other docking assistants, 
DockSense Alert does not require any complex external dockside 
beacons or sensors. Raymarine’s DockSense Alert is entirely self-
contained and integrated with the vessel’s navigation system and ready 
to use in every docking location.

At the helm, Axiom’s DockSense Alert app provides an informative map 
showing distance to objects around the boat. Live camera feeds provide 
added confidence by eliminating blind spots and allowing the captain to 
see what is happening in real-time. DockSense Alert also offers helpful 
notifications tuned to the captain’s preferred proximity alert distance.

DOCKSENSE ALERT VESSEL INTEGRATION
DockSense Alert systems are designed for professional engineer 
installation, and each system integrates with Raymarine Axiom 
multifunction navigation displays. In addition to advanced 3D stereo 
vision cameras, DockSense Alert systems require precision heading 
and motion-sensing technology in the form of the AR250 and AR270 
DockSense heading sensors. The two sensors combine to create 
a highly accurate GPS compass system, unaffected by magnetic 
interference. When outfitting a vessel, Raymarine DockSense experts 
will partner with your engineering team to design a DockSense Alert 
system that provides maximum coverage and confidence for you.
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YACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEM

NEW

The new YachtSense Ecosystem enables complete onboard 
and offboard integration with all devices connected to the 
boats network.  

An installed system assures captains and boat owners of the 
readiness of their vessel prior to, during and after their voyage. 
They are always connected to the boat.

Voyage preparations can begin before leaving home, and 
whilst onboard guests and crew can be connected to the boat.

LEVEL 1: MOBILE COMMAND

RAYMARINE APP
The Raymarine® App can operate independently of YachtSense 
Link and YachtSense. The app connects directly to Axiom® displays 
via Wi-Fi. 

• Stream and control Axiom multifunction displays from
anywhere onboard

• Back-up waypoints, tracks and screenshots on your
mobile device

RAYMARINE APP WITH YACHTSENSE LINK
• Remotely access and control YachtSense connected devices
• Monitor your boat remotely with GeoFence and YachtSense Link
• View real time instrument and navigation data



NEW

YACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEM

LEVEL 2: OFFBOAT CONNECTIVITY

YACHTSENSE LINK
YachtSense Link is a multi-purpose marine mobile router 
equipped with Raynet Ethernet ports, mobile broadband 
connectivity, and onboard Wi-Fi. YachtSense Link allows 
crew and family to connect Axiom® displays, phones, tablets, 
and PCs to a unified onboard network. YachtSense Link 
automatically switches between marina Wi-Fi and mobile 
networks to ensure you are always connected. Combine 
YachtSense Link with the Raymarine mobile app for remote 
access to your Raymarine network and enjoy the added 
security of remote GeoFence vessel monitoring. YachtSense 
Link also features low-voltage digital switching/monitoring 
channels for controlling and monitoring onboard electrical 
devices like pumps, batteries, lighting, and more.

• Mobile broadband connection to 4G (LTE) networks (SIM card
and data plan required)

• Supports dual SIM cards for seamless connectivity to
international mobile networks

• 4 Raynet Ethernet ports for connecting Raymarine devices
• Integrated GPS with a range extending 4 in 1 antenna (GPS/

GNSS, 3G, 4G, and Wi-Fi)
• Low power consumption mode supports GeoFence remote

monitoring (subscription required)
• SeaTalkNG/NMEA2000 port
• 4 x input and output low voltage digital switching channels
• Easy DIY setup using a web browser or Axiom display
• Rugged IPX6 enclosure is shock and vibration resistant

LEVEL 3: SMART HOME ON THE WATER

YACHTSENSE
YachtSense is Raymarine’s bespoke digital control system 
that controls and monitors all of a vessel’s electrical and 
electronics systems. When integrated with the Raymarine app 
and YachtSense Link, the YachtSense Digital Control System 
can be remotely accessed and controlled from anywhere there 
is internet access. Operate onboard equipment, monitor vessel 
systems, and respond to notifications right from the Raymarine 
app on your mobile phone or tablet.



YACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEMYACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEM

LEVEL 1: COMMAND AND CONTROL
Stream and control Axiom from your phone or tablet from 
anywhere onboard.

LEVEL 2: REMOTE MONITORING
Raymarine GeoFence provides alerts and notifications if your 
vessel moves in or outside a safety zone. 

LEVEL 2: STAY INFORMED
Connect and view real time instrument and navigation data 
on board or remotely.

LEVEL 1: SECURE BACK UP
Critical waypoints, routes and tracks can be transferred to 
your mobile device.



YACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEM

LEVEL 2: ALWAYS CONNECTED
Connect Raymarine equipment, tablets, smart TVs, and other 
wireless devices to a unified onboard Wi-Fi network with 4G 
mobile broadband.

LEVEL 2: REMOTE MONITORING
Monitor bilge water sensors, battery voltage, shore power, 
smoke alarms and more. Control is afforded with the addition 
of a switching relay. 

LEVEL 3: TOTAL COMMAND OF THE VESSELS ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
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YACHTSENSE ECOSYSTEMYACHTSENSE

YachtSense™ is the future of vessel automation. An advanced digital control system, YachtSense gives the captain total command 
and complete awareness of a vessel’s electrical systems. YachtSense offers the most scalable, configurable, and fail-safe marine 
automation system available. The system offers intuitive control of every device, from lighting, pumps, and sunshades to wipers, 
windlass, and bathing platforms.

YachtSense Digital Control System

SCALABLE
Unique modular system architecture gives boat builders the 
freedom to design and standardize on a digital control solution 
that can scale across an entire model range.

ENGINEERED FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Three layers of redundancy give captains peace of mind. An 
integrated keypad allows for manual override while the LCD 
provides system diagnostics. Rugged IPX6 enclosures and 
backed by 3-year warranty. 



YACHTSENSE
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MODERN VESSEL AUTOMATION
YachtSense™ bespoke Axiom user interface options 
empowers boat builders to create a modern and 
elegant vessel automation solution. YachtSense 
gives captains total control from the helm or their 
mobile device.
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